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Welcome back to 2018! The Specialist Team hopes everyone is well rested from 

the summer break and pass on a warm welcome to new and existing families for 

another fantastic year of challenging and exciting learning!

This year we will continue to celebrate our students’ outstanding learning in 

Specialist areas through awarding Monthly Specialist Learning Certificates. A 

display is located in the corridor of the main building that will highlight photos of 

the latest award recipients. The Specialist teachers are very proud of their Term 1 

teaching programs, and we hope you enjoy discovering all the wonderful learning 

opportunities that will be afforded to your children.

Thank you,

Aubrey Hudson (Specialist Team Teaching and Learning Leader)



Physical Education
2018 is going to be a huge year in Physical Education and Sport. With the construction of the new (huge) stadium and synthetic grass surface, we will have the facilities to 

extend our Physical and Sport education program and strive for higher achievement in all learning goals.

Term 1 is a busy time of year for the Health and Physical Education department with many exciting events scheduled including Twilight sports – a highlight of the year for the 

school community – and the a six-day intensive swimming program for all students at Swimworld, where key aquatic safety and technical skills are developed.

We would also take this opportunity to ask that all parents get involved in as many events as they can, as the more helpers we have the bigger and more profound the 

experience for their children.

Foundation

In Foundation classes we will begin by focusing on the 

expectations of learners in a PE class and developing 

their gross motor skills like hopping and skipping. 

Students will be introduced to fundamental motor skills 

like running, jumping and catching, and will be 

encouraged to develop some of these skills at home to 

to achieve their Mover’s Licence.

Year One

Year One learners will be encouraged to think about how they think and learn 

in a PE lesson, and construct personal goals that they would like to work on 

this year. This will enable them to reflect deeply on their progress and review 

their goals in Semester Two. Our learning focus will be reviewing the 

fundamental motor skills of running, leaping, dodging, jumping and catching. 

Learners will also be participating in lots of cooperative learning tasks to 

develop their team building and sportsmanship skills.

Year Two

In Year 2, learners 

will create personal goals 

to work on throughout the 

semester. Each class will 

examine how they think 

and learn best in PE 

lessons, and how to 

develop a growth mind set 

and challenge themselves 

to improve. They will also 

be focusing on reviewing 

the fundamental motor 

skills of running, catching, 

throwing, jumping and 

bouncing, and introduce 

some athletics skills to 

prepare them for the 

future.

Year Three

In Year 3, learners will advance their fundamental 

motor skills through participating in more organised

sporting contexts. Existing skills will be built on and 

incorporated into game sense activities. Students will also 

have the opportunity apply their learning in a sporting 

context. Fitness, fundamental motor skills, sportsmanship 

and learning new sports are a key part of Year Three 

learning.

Year Four

Year 4 learners will begin the year preparing for school 

athletics. We will be practicing shot put, discus, long jump, 

triple jump, high jump and running events in preparation for 

the Glen Waverley Athletics Day on Friday 2nd 

March. Following units such as Ultimate Frisbee and 

Volleyball will also address all fundamental motor skills 

development.

Important Dates

26th Feb-14th March: Year 4-6 

Swimming

15th March – 26th March: F-Year 3 

Swimming

21st Feb – SDSSA Swimming Trials26 

Feb 26 Grade 6 Summer Sports 

Round Robin

2nd March: 4-6 Athletics Day

21st March: Twilight Sports

Year Five and Six

In Term 1 Year 5 and 6 will also begin preparing for athletics. This will cover all track and field events to 

be performed on the day. Learners will also work with partners to reflect on their own and a partner’s 

performance and provide constructive feedback for future improvement on particular athletic 

events. Successful learners on the day will then have the opportunity to move on to the District 

Athletics Carnival.

District swimming trials and year level swimming along with summer sports round robin for Year 6 are all 

happening in Term 1. Much of Term 1's work will be focused on building sport specific skills. Games and 

sports allow skills to be developed using Game sense; where skills are taught within the context of sport. 

This also allows learners to consider other areas for improvement; including creating space, team play, 

tactics and sportsmanship.



TERM 1 VISUAL ARTS
It is a privilege to once again guide Visual Arts learning across Foundation to Level Six throughout the 2018 school year. All learning tasks have been carefully developed to 
cater to each student's personal learning needs. In addition to regular art classes, this year we will continue to offer an Artist in School Program, Advanced Art classes, After 

School Art Classes, and in-house and external art competitions. Our new Art Captains, Dasuni and Justin, have been extremely pro-active in aiding the smooth running of what 
should be a very exciting year!

Foundation: Learners will explore aspects about

themselves through engaging in various learning tasks

including drawing their emotions and creating a primary

and secondary coloured ‘Mini-Me’.

Year 1: Learners will explore cultural masks from around 

the world and then create a mask that reflects the stylistic 

qualities of a particular culture. This will compliment their 

classroom inquiry unit.

Year 2: Learners will paint a vivid sunset using food dye, 

complimented by a silhouette of a tree in the foreground. 

Through this artwork, they will investigate how our natural 

world reproduces itself, whilst learning various painting 

techniques.

Year 3: Learners will embark on their first step towards 

drawing realistic self-portraits. They will symmetrically 

duplicate their face through implementing drawing 

techniques that focus on positioning and shading.

Year 4: Complimenting their unit of enquiry, learners 

will create a Boomerang. Students will explore the 

aerodynamic nature of the boomerang, and then sand 

it at specific points to enable the boomerang to fly 

back to the thrower. They will then research 

Indigenous Australian art and learn how to dot paint 

their boomerang.

Year 5: Learners will explore some of the history of 

print making. They will then create a unique design 

that suits the medium, and experiment with different 

etching and print making techniques to produce their 

own print.

Year 6: Learners will research contemporary issues, 

and then devise a unique protest poster utilising their 

newly acquired knowledge of the Pop-Art artistic 

movement of the 1960’s. Their posters are intended 

to impact and influence the viewers thinking about a 

particular issue.

After School Art 
Classes

New Star Art School are 
continuing afterschool art 

classes throughout the 
term. There are 2 art 

classes, F-2. & Years 3-6.
Where: F-2: Art Room 

$580
3-6: 1B (next door to 

the Art Room)
When: Throughout the 
term every Wednesday 

from 3:45-5:15.
For more information 

please contact Yaping on 
0417 104 975 or e-mail

yaping.jiang@gmail.com

Art Displays
Be sure to regularly look 
for new displays in the 
main corridor, or on 

display boards, around the 
school showing the 

students’ fantastic learning!

Advanced Art
Throughout Term One and for the first two weeks of Term Two, I will be leading a small group of Level 1 and 2 students in an art project where the 

children will design their own unique flag. These flags will be placed on the supporting structures of the garden beds in the ELC playground.

During Advanced Art sessions, the students will develop research and knowledge building skills by learning why countries have flags and what they are 

used for, and discovering connections between the history and geography of countries and their flag designs. They will then use problem solving skills to 

transfer this knowledge of flags by creating their own unique flag.

The key Advanced Art skills and knowledge set they will acquire are:

*Learning the design principles of balance, contrast, emphasis, pattern, harmony, movement and rhythm.

*Transferring this knowledge into the design of their flag.

mailto:yaping.jiang@gmail.com


Term One LOTE – Mandarin

Welcome to 2018, the Year of the Dog. We hope you all
had a wonderful summer holiday! Last year the
students in Glen Waverley Primary School were
immersed in speaking, writing and reading Mandarin.
They engaged in learning tasks that built up their
knowledge and understanding of Chinese culture and
the Mandarin language. This year we will continue to
engage and build students’ knowledge and skills in
Mandarin!

After School Mandarin Classes

The extra-curricular Chinese program will resume on 

Monday 26th of Februaury.

Who: Students in Year 1 to Year 6

Where: The language classroom (ELC end)

When: Every Monday from 3:30pm to 4:15pm

Chinese Choir

This year we invite students to join us and practise 

singing in Mandarin with regular performances across the 

year. We look forward to seeing students from all levels 

participate!

Prep: Students will be introduced to the celebration of Lunar New Year, and learn about the Lion Dance. During this 
term, they will be engage with Chinese language and culture through song, dance and games. They will begin to 
learn basic greetings in Mandarin and be able to introduce themselves. The students will also learn how to count, 
read and write numbers 1-10 in Mandarin.

Year 1: Learners will reinforce their knowledge of the language for labelling family members in Mandarin, and begin
to describe their family members using sentences. They will be also create a “My Family in Australia” poster.
Students in Year 1 will also focus on the Lunar New Year, and develop an understanding of why Chinese people
celebrate certain traditions.

Year 2: Learners will explore words and sentences related to transportation, traffic rules, and types of vehicles, and
study basic sentence structures in Mandarin to build on the awareness of rules and road safety. By the end of this
term, students will produce a poster reinforcing the language that has been learnt. Learners in this level will also be
introduced to Chinese New Year celebrations through videos, crafts and songs to develop their understanding of
Chinese culture.

Year 3: Learners will focus on the Chinese zodiac animal calendar. They will not only learn the legends and
traditions of the Chinese Zodiac, but also be expected to read the calendar in Mandarin and talk about their own
Zodiac animal sign. As a summary of their learning, students will design a poster about the Chinese zodiac
calendar.

Year 4: Learners will build their ability to introduce themselves, including their nationalities or country 
of origin through a focus on the vocabularies of countries and sentences that could be used for self-
introduction. Learners will also use spoken and written Chinese to construct simple personal 
interactions with their peers about this topic. By the end of the term, students complete a booklet about 
their family in Mandarin.

Year 5 : Learners will investigate the traditions and customs of the Lunar New Year with a focus on the 
legends, superstitions, and celebrations surrounding the celebration. They will also develop a cultural 
understanding of the lives of people in the past, and the settlement of Chinese immigrants to Australia 
in the Gold Rush era. At the end of this unit, students will demonstrate their understanding by creating 
mining maps and posters for the Chinese miners, and make a presentation about the Lunar New Year.

Year 6: Learners explore the vocabularies of different jobs in Mandarin and practise writing sentences 
that are relevant to the topic and have opportunities to practice oral fluency talking about the 
occupation of their parents. During this term, Year 6 students will also research the traditions of Lunar 
New Year and share completed tasks across the whole school during cultural diversity week.



Music

Prep (Foundation): This term 

learners will develop their singing 

voice and learn class songs. They will 

also be introduced to high and low 

sounds, simple rhythms and learn 

how to keep a beat.

Year 1 : Learners will continue to 

develop their ability to sing in a 

round. They will develop their aural 

skills through pitching, pointing and 

analyzing simple melodies. Learners 

will continue to reinforce beat and 

rhythm through learning class songs.

Year 2 : This term learners will 

continue to sing in a round, working 

in four parts. Learners will also be 

focusing on keyboard, learning the 

names of the keys and simple songs.

Year 3: During Term 1 

learners will continue to 

sing new class songs and 

independently sing 

different parts in a round. 

They will also focus on the 

piano and learn short 

pieces.

Year 4: Learners this term 

will focus on singing and 

developing their voices. 

They will also create a class 

band for the first time and 

can choose an instrument 

they would like to focus on.

Welcome back to another exciting year in Music. I hope everyone had an enjoyable break. 

This term learners will have the opportunity to audition for the Victorian State School 

Spectacular Mass Choir, Senior Choir and School Band. We are also proud to announce that 

we are introducing a Drum Ensemble for Year 4.

Advanced Music

This term learners from 

Year 3 & 4 will be 

participating Advanced 

Music. Learners will be 

exploring 

traditional Chinese Music 

and learning an umbrella 

dance to be performed 

during the Multicultural 

Concert during Term 3.

Year 5: Learners will 

be focusing on the 

keyboard, learning the 

names of the notes, 

learning short pieces and 

chords. We are also 

exploring how each 

student learns and how to 

apply this in a musical 

setting.

Year 6: This term 

Learners will be exploring 

the 12 Bar Blues. 

Students will learn a 

Blues riff, chords and 

compose using the 12 Bar 

Blues. They will also be 

reflecting on how they 

learn and how we can use 
that in the Music Room.



Advanced Maths

Welcome to 2018.

We are looking forward to the start of a 

fabulous new year. This year we have a 

revamped and extended Advanced Maths

Program. I will continue to work with 

learners in Grades 2 to Grade 5 whilst Mrs

Andrea Lowe will work with small groups 

of Grade 6 learners. There will be two 

intakes in the program. The first at the 

beginning of both Semester One and the 

second at the beginning of Semester Two. 

This will enable us to offer 

Maths Enrichment and Extension fairly to 

a greater number of students.

The main aim of our Advanced 

Mathematics program is to provide a 

challenging and safe environment, whilst 

stimulating enthusiasm and enjoyment of 

Mathematics. Tasks are designed to teach 

major problem solving strategies and to 

develop learning fluency and flexibility.

Learners will also be asked to think 

about how they are learning. Rather 

than seeking an answer as quickly as 

possible, learners will be expected to be 

able explain how they obtained their 

answer and to justify their thinking. 

This helps to develop learner 

independence and resilience, 

and enables a depth of learning and 

thinking that students can transfer to 

other situations.

Learners will be assessed in the first few 

weeks of term and parents and students 

will be notified as soon as possible as to 

whether or not they have been included 

in the program.

I look forward to meeting old and new 

learners alike.

Have a fabulous Term 1.

Ms. Cath Peters and Mrs Andrea Lowe

Advanced Mathematics Teachers

Important dates for 

2018

2018 Maths Olympiad

*23rd May

* 13th June

*25th July

*15th August

*12th September

Each competition date 

is a Wednesday

Australian Maths

Competition

Thursday 9th August



Digital Technology & Multimedia 

Radio Committee: As DJ’s for the hit station GWPS FM, 

students will be exposed to the ‘tricks of the trade’ in 

scripting and broadcasting quality audio, and learning how 

to maximize their voices. They will be in charge of daily 

morning broadcasts to the school community, planning and 

delivering special extended broadcasts throughout the year 

(e.g. for ANZAC Day, International Children’s Day, 

Remembrance Day, Cultural Diversity Week etc.) and 

collaborating with those in Podcasting to have their 

programs broadcast across the school.

Podcasting: In ‘Podcasting’ students will learn the ‘ins-n-

outs’ of radio broadcasting, and build their skills in 

researching, planning, scripting, recording, and editing a 

variety of podcasts to be broadcast to the entire school 

community! They will have the opportunity to build an 

authentic audience across the school, and build a portfolio of 

broadcasting that could help them land a job in the future!



Digital Technology & Multimedia 

GlenTV: In ‘GlenTV’ students will learn how to be an 

effective TV Journalist – researching, planning, 

scripting, recording, and editing school and 

community-based new stories to be broadcast to the 

entire school community. They will hone your skills in 

identifying what is newsworthy, the role that 

copyright and ethics play in TV production, how to 

effective film and edit footage, and send their 

content to be (potentially) broadcast on BTN (ABC’s 

news show for kids around the country and world!)

Code Club: In ‘Code Club’ students will have the 

chance to build your coding, game-making, and app-

making skills across a number of platforms. They will 

have the chance to learn coding languages such as 

Python, use websites such as Scratch & Sploder, and 

complete coding courses that will help them to 

understand the programming that lies behind their 

favourite apps and games!


